In this paper, we first propose three practical algorithms for linear complementarity problems, which are based on the polynomial time method of Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise (5), and compare them by showing the computational complexities. Then we modify two of the algorithms in order to accelerate them. Through the computational experiments for three types of linear complementarity problems, we compare the proposed algorithms in practice and see the efficiency of the modified algorithms. We also estimate the practical computational complexity of each algorithm for each type of problems.
Introduction
Let M be an n x n matrix and q ER:", where Rn denotes the n-dimensional Euc1idean space_ The problem of finding an (x, y) E R2n satisfying is known as a linear complementarity problem (abbreviated to LCP), where < x, y > denotes the inner product of x and y. The LCP has various important applications 75 in linear and convex quadratic programs, bimatrix games and some other areas of engineering (Cottle and Dantzig [2] , Lemke [7] , Pang, Kaneko and Hallman [9] , etc.). Throughout the paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the class of the LCPs with positive semi-definite matrices M. This class covers LCPs induced from linear and convex quadratic programs.
Several computational methods have been developed for solving LCPs. Most of the methods apply a sequence of pivoting operations to the system of linear equations y = M x + q (Cottle and Dantzig [2] , Lemke [7] , and Van der Heyden [10], etc.). In some worst cases, they require an exponential number of operations (Birge and Gana [1] , Fat hi [3] , and Murty [8] ). Recently Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [5] propose a polynomial time method for LCP. The method is an extension of new polynomial time methods for linear programming, which are originated by Karmarkar [4] and developed by many researchers. The method is theoretical and can hardly be implemented on a practical computer because the values of the initial point are too large (2 0 (L»), the criteria of convergence are too small (2-0 (L») and each arithmetic operation has to be done in O( L) bits.
In this paper, we first propose three practical algorithms for linear complementarity problems, which are based on the polynomial time method of Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [5] , and compare them by showing the computational complexities. Then we modify two of the algorithms in order to accelerate them. Through the computational experiments for three types of linear complementarity problems, we compare the proposed algorithms in practice and see the efficiency of the modified algorithms. We also estimate the practical computational complexity of each algorithm for each type of problems.
Tracing Method of a Path of Centers
Here we show the basic idea of Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [5J on which we construct our algorithms in Chapter 3. They employ the symbols S for the set of all the feasible solutions of LCP and Sint for its interior points; 
where X = diag(xi), which is the n x n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Xi (i = 1,2, ... , n), Y = diag(Yi) and e the n-dimensional vector of ones. Then the LCP (1) is expressed as
For each J. L ~ 0, they consider the system of equations At the present stage, we assume that an initial point (XO, yO) Step 1: Determine the parameter JLk.
Step 2: Calculate the direction (L\x, L\y) at (x k , yk) for finding the solution of the system H(JLk,x,y) = O.
Step 3: Compute the step size t E [0,1] and the next point (X k +l,yk+l) such that
Three Polynomial Time Algorithms
In the previous chapter, we show the method for tracing the path of centers Seen. There are five problems in the method: ( e) How to get the step size t.
In this chapter, we contruct three algorithms, Algorithm A, Algorithm B and Algorithm C, by providing solutions to the above five problems. (ii) (M e) (7) 
where n = m + 1, e is the m-dimensional vector of ons and qn is a contant. We easily see that the above n x n matrix M is positive semi-definite and (6) Proof: From (6) and (7) 
where the last inequality follows from < x', y' >= 0, < x*, y* >= 0 and x', y', x*, y* ~ O. From (8), (9) and x~ > 0, we have < e, x' >~ qn. • The next theorem gives an initial point of Algorithm A. 
Then the following point (x, y) belongs to NI ( 7r):
Proof" We easily see that x > 0, y > 0 and y == M x + q. So we only show that fa"e ~ 7r Imin. From the above definition, we have
Hence we have 
Since this system conists of n quadratic inequalities, we can easily get the maximum value of t by solving n quadratic equations.
Algorithm B
Algorithm B is the same as the Q( n 3 .
5 L) method proposed by Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [5] except for the artificial problem, the initial point and the criteria of convergence. The method of [5] uses an artificial LCP which is equivalent to the original LCP and computes an exact solution. On the other hand, Algorithm B uses an artificial LCP which is related to the original LCP by Theorem 3.1 and computes an approximate solution.
(a) For a contant a: E (0,0.1]' we define a neighborhood N 2 (a:) of Scen by This neighborhood is used in [5] and called an a:-center neighborhood of Scen.
(b) In the same way as Algorithm A, we take the artificial LCP (6) and (7) for the original LCP (5). The next theorem gives an initial point. (10) and (11 and Y = diag(yf-1) at (k -1)-th iteration. At k-th iteration, we get the direction (~x, ~y) by the next procedure:
Step 1: Set Xk = X k -
Step 2: For i = 1,2 
Two Modified Algorithms
In this chapter, we propose Algorithm A' and Algorithm B' which are modifications of Algorithm A and Algorithm B, respectively.
Algorithm A'
In Algorithm A, we always set J.Lk = 0 < Xk, yk >. In Algorithm A', we take the parameter J.Lk less than or equal to a < Xk, yk >. When the step size t equals to 1 in Step 3 of the procedure given in Chapter 2, the next point (xk+I, yk+l) is an approximate solution of (X(J.Lk),Y(J.Lk)). Since < X(J.Lk),Y(J.Lk) >= nJ.L k , the value < Xk+l,yk+l > will roughly be proportional to J.Lk when t = 1. Hence we will be able to get a good next point by taking J.Lk as small as possible when we can take the step size t = 1.
From (14) [11] proposes this type of modification for quadratic programming.
Computational Results
In this chapter, we show some computational results for three types of LCPs. We use C language (64 bits real number and 32 bits integer number) for programming the algorithms and implement on SUN-3 computer (UNIX operating system). The three types of LCPs are: Note that all the matrices Sf appearing in the above problems are positive semidefinite. Murty [8] and Fathi [3] show that popular complementarity pivoting methods The computational results are given in Table 1 for Problem 1, Table 2 for Problem 2 and Table 3 for Problem 1 for problem 1 (b) the row lte. shows the iteration number k of the terminated point (Xk, yk), (c) the row CPU shows the CPU time by second from when we get the initial point until when we get the terminated point, (d) the row min., ave. and max. in Table 3 show the minimum, average and maximum values of each data item for 10 examples, respectively.
In each case, an approximate solution is obtained. From Table 1, Table 2 and Table  3 , we can see that
(1) Algorithm A is faster than Algorithm B and Algorithm B is faster than Algorithm C, (2) Algorithm A' accelerates Algorithm A and Algorithm B' accelerates Algorithm B except for small problems. (3) In Table 3 , the difference between minimum and maximum values for each case is very small. So each algorithm is stable with respect to computation time and the number of iterations.
In order to see the way of convergence, we get the data of the values of all < Xk, yk > for Problem 1 of m = 32 and illustrate the ,graph of (k, IOg10 < Xk, yk » in and d for Problem 1, we draw the graph of (IOg2 m, log2 J) in Fig.2 and the graph of (IOg2 m, log2 J) in Fig.3 . It will be found that the data for each algorithm almost lay on a straight line in each of Fig.2 and Fig.3 Table  4 , where we also put the theoretical upper bounds which are given in Section 3.4. where" >" means "better than" or "faster than".
